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Abstract (en)
A first-aid ambulance characterized in that in order to provide a suitable patient's treatment room there is provided an arrangement of the medical
emergency room comprising in combination: a litter support table that can be shifted laterally; one or more seats for assistant doctors which can be
closed and/or folded so as to provide a patient treatment room around the litter and to allow the assistant doctors to operate snugly on the patient;
pieces of furnitures for holding drugs and medical supplies with compartment arranged and positioned so as not to occupy the treatment area. The
arrangement also provides a patient-bearing chair (SP) anchored to the floor panel which can be folded to be accommodated in a suitable holding
compartment, in addition to the litter in central position which is able to be shifted laterally through a suitable shifting support means. Beneath the
litter and accommodated on the shifting table is a further spinal stretcher. The seats of the medical emergency room are in a number of three: one
(20) oriented in the forward direction and positioned on the right hand side at 2/3 of the length of the litter near the head of the patient; a second (22)
oriented in the reverse direction and positioned on the left hand side; and a third (24) oriented in the reverse direction, positioned at the head of the
litter and capable of revolving on its axis and moving along a circular arc. <IMAGE>
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